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Abstract. Virtual assistants (VA) are becoming a standard tool in
many aspects of our daily lives that require technical support. Voice-
based VAs in particular, such as Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant,
have become common in smart phones and domestic IoT devices (e.g.,
Google Home, Amazon Echo), replying to user inquiries (e.g., weather
forecast) or performing simple services (e.g., play music). Through ded-
icated interfaces, VAs can be used or extended to support new services,
and one particular area typically requiring assistance is the management
of home networks. Activating specific features or troubleshooting con-
nectivity problems may be difficult or impossible for users that are not
tech-savvy. In this paper we introduce NetButler, a voice-based virtual
assistant tailored to support the management of home networks, that
leverages a third-party cloud-based voice service (Alexa) and dedicated
routines at the home gateway. Offered functionalities are the setup of
a guest network and diagnosis of connectivity problems, by quantifying
the signal strength of the devices in the local network and performing a
throughput test to an external server. We evaluate the user experience
with the NetButler system with 8 test users. We report an average of
up to 15s to set up a guest network and between 30 to 60s to diagnose
various problems, and we find overall user satisfaction to be 3.75 in a
1-to-5 scale by means of a after-interaction questionnaire.

Keywords: Virtual Assistant · Voice Recognition/Synthesis · Home
Network Management.

1 Introduction

A relevant share of the clients of residential broadband services have limited
knowledge about the operation of modern communication networks and their
own domestic network. Addressing issues or enabling additional functionalities -
which are apparently hidden or out-of-reach - in their domestic network often in-
volves contacting a support call center. This entails a number of inconveniences
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for both service provider and client: the service provider needs to assign hu-
man resources to customer service; it is hard to debug the problem with the
imperfect information provided by the client; and the client may grow impatient
or frustrated with the unfruitful interaction with another person. The problem
is further aggravated by the relentless growth of the ecosystem of Internet-of-
Things (IoT) devices, whose world market is estimated to reach US$ 135.3 billion
by 2025 [7]. As home networks become crowded with personal devices and house-
hold appliances requiring Internet connection, clients that are not tech-savvy are
increasingly more exposed to non-trivial connectivity problems.

Virtual assistants (VA) may offer an alternative to the traditional customer
support processes, specifically first-line customer support. VAs are becoming
increasingly relevant as they offer an intuitive and streamlined interaction ex-
perience with humans, whether through static interfaces (questionnaires), text
messaging (chatbots), or voice interaction. On the latter category, voice-activated
VAs are already offered as an embedded service or app in the smart phones and
domestic IoT products of most major manufacturers of consumer electronics:
some prominent examples include Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, Apple Siri,
and Microsoft Cortana. To offer some insight on their relevance, it is estimated
that by 2027 the market size of VAs will be worth US$ 45.1 billion [6]. VAs allow
a number of functionalities such as playing music, control smart devices, inform
the user about various subjects (e.g., weather information), and even the possi-
bility of hotel room reservation [13]. However, the potential of these systems for
transforming household connectivity management into a more straightforward
process for regular users has still not been properly exploited

In this paper we present NetButler, a voice-activated VA that helps the
user enable functionalities and solve connectivity problems in the domestic net-
work. The user communicates with the VA via smart phone, presenting the
need/problem in question; the VA then applies the necessary actions at the
home gateway or local-network router (typically, in households, these two net-
work devices are in the same physical device provided by the ISP, so we use both
terms interchangeably). Internally, the VA is composed by a third-party voice
recognition/synthesis service, a cloud-hosted VA manager, and an agent at the
home gateway to carry out the necessary routines. In its current version, the VA
is able, based on the user’s voice inputs, to set up a Wi-Fi Guest network and
perform network diagnostics such as detecting wireless devices with poor signal
strength in the WLAN network and testing bandwidth to external servers.

Our contributions are the following:

– Identification of scenarios of human-VA interaction towards diagnosing prob-
lems/activating features in home networks and their associated lexical field;

– Design of the VA architecture and implementation of its components in the
home gateway and in third-party cloud services, whose entry point is the
user’s smart phone;

– Evaluation of the system with real users, that report low interaction times
and overall positive experience.
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The remainder of the article is as follows. In Section 2 we review the relevant
works and technology related with voice-based virtual assistants. The system ar-
chitecture and implemented use-cases are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we
describe an evaluation of the user experience with human testers. Final remarks
are drawn in Section 5.

2 State-of-the-Art

Home Automation Systems (HAS): several projects were carried out with
the aim of designing and implementing an architecture control equipment in a
domestic environment. In [3], a message-based middleware platform was imple-
mented to connect different types of IoT devices to monitor the energy used
by household appliances. The interface is made through the Telegram applica-
tion (application for text messages and multimedia content), in which the user
interacts with an chatbot assistant. Energy consumption in KWh and cost for
various timescales (per day, month, etc.) are shown through a ThingSpeak dash-
board. The authors of [1] propose an architecture that supports remote control
equipment through a web interface, in addition to virtual assistant control. The
architecture includes sensors placed in several rooms measure temperature and
humidity and actuators to control light intensity in the rooms, and integrates
several types of open-source services: Firebase for the database, Google’s Web-
Speech for speech recognition, and DialogFlow for integrating Natural Language
Processing (NLP) with the IoT system. The authors report that about 70% of
the response time is spent by the NLP module, while the remaining is spent on
processing in microcontrollers and communication between modules. In [12], a
Home Automation System (HAS) controlled by an Android application commu-
nicates with the equipment in the house and with a web server is reported. The
system receives voice commands through the mobile device and a VRS (Voice
Recognition System) tool interprets and forwards the commands, in text form,
to the microcontroller and the web server.

Systems Implementing & Using Voice-based Assistants: in [14], a virtual
assistant prototype that reacts to the emotion displayed by the user is proposed.
The key points on the user face (eyes, nose and mouth) are monitored to extract
the associated emotion. While emotion identification is satisfactory, the intensity
of the emotion is quite harder to identify. In [8], an webpage-based assistant in-
teracts with university students and clarifies doubts regarding features/services.
Through data collected at a satisfaction questionnaire at the end of the interac-
tion, high rates of approval by the students were registered. The authors of [15]
report a virtual assistant developed to assist users in online purchasing. The as-
sistant is divided into agents responsible for 4 different stages in the interaction
with the user. Finally, a virtual assistant to support human-human interaction
in virtual environments is reported in [9]. The assistant offers suggestions of
conversation topics in order to promote interactions between people from dif-
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ferent cultures. Successful tests have been performed with interactions between
Americans and Japanese.

Voice-Based Virtual Assistants: commercially available voice-based virtual
assistants include Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, Apple Siri, and Microsoft
Cortana. The performance indicators of a virtual assistant (e.g., naturalness the
accuracy of the response) often depend on the functionality being evaluated [13].
Open-source virtual assistants are also available and offer flexibility in order to
be adapted to the particular needs of the target application. The Mycroft vir-
tual assistant4 is a community-supported virtual assistant; users can purchase
additional features from an online marketplace. The Snips virtual assistant [4]
is similar to Mycroft, i.e., it is community-supported, available for various plat-
forms and offers a vast library of features online. A major difference is that this
assistant can perform offline processing (without access to a cloud); this rein-
forces security (as no personal data is sent to the cloud) but requires a domestic
hosting device powerful enough to host the speech recognition/synthesis tech-
nologies. This tool has been discontinued due to acquisition by another firm5.

Systems for voice-based network interactions: Limited research has been
realized on enabling voice-enabled network management systems. Authors in [2]
proposed a wireless home automation system which automatically translates
spoken words into text commands using MATLAB, which are then transmitted
to a microcontroller controlling the household appliances via their correspond-
ing relays. Rajalakshmi et al. [11] proposed a system to connect and control
IoT devices using voice. The solution integrated: i) Alexa Voice Service for de-
veloping a customized skill for connecting IoT devices and publishing them; ii)
Amazon Web Services (AWS) IoT service as centralized management platform
for the multiple IoT devices; and iii) AWS Lambda service trigger to process
voice commands from the user. The authors also suggest possibilities regarding
the extension to computer networking and data monitoring.

3 NetButler: a Virtual Assistant for Domestic Networks

The system architecture and components are the following (depicted in Figure 1):

– Voice Recognition/Synthesis (VRS) Service: natural language pro-
cessor responsible for mapping user voice utterances (i.e., spoken words or
sentences) into intents that the system can act on, and convert system replies
into speech;

– User Equipment: microphone/speaker-equipped device through which the
user interacts with the VRS (e.g. smart phone);

4 https://mycroft.ai/
5 https://snips.ai/
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Fig. 1: Architecture of the voice-based home gateway assistant. Conceptual el-
ements in black; technological elements (in the current version) in gray; data
flows in orange.

– VA Manager: component that handles the interaction with the user (through
a sub-component, the application-specific interaction agent) and com-
mands the execution of the necessary actions at the home gateway based on
the user inputs (through a second sub-component, the manager logic);

– Home Gateway Agent: component running on the home gateway/router
that carries out the necessary actions as commanded by the VA manager.

We would like to highlight that the VRS service (and the VA Manager) could,
in principle and in alternative to the present architecture, be hosted locally, i.e.,
at the user’s premises. However, at the time of the execution of this project, the
use of a third-party cloud-based VRS system was found to be the only viable
option; we provide additional details at the end of Section 3.2.

The system’s generic operation is as follows.

1. The user always initiates the interaction with the system through the user
equipment (i.e., a smart phone in the current implementation), by instantiat-
ing the interface of the voice recognition/synthesis service (in smart phones,
typically a service pre-installed in the device’s OS, but possibly also an after-
market app);

2. The cloud-based VRS service transforms the user’s utterances into text, that
in turn is processed by the application-specific interaction agent to extract
the underlying intent;
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3. The VA manager will map the received intent into one of several use-case
workflows (described in the following subsection). In all such workflows,
the VA manager signals the home gateway to initiate routines to imple-
ment/debug the identified need/problem. In some workflows, the VA may
have to request additional information from the user before initiating those
routines.

4. After the setup/debugging routines have been carried out at the home gate-
way, the home gateway replies to the VA manager with relevant confirmation
or diagnostic information. The VA manager may instruct the application-
specific interaction agent to forward a reply to the user (through the VRS
service), with or without query-specific information.

5. Depending on the user reply, the interaction may be terminated or continue,
in case the prior setup/resolution attempts were not successful and the use-
case workflow encompasses additional steps for feature setup/debugging.

The following subsection describes the two use-cases developed for this sys-
tem, and we conclude the section with a description of the current NetButler
implementation.

3.1 NetButler Use-cases And Respective System Operation

The voice-based assistant provides support to two main classes of needs/problems,
and offers execution of stand-alone functions. We now describe them in two di-
mensions: from the user’s perspective, and in terms of the system’s internal
workflow.

Use-case 1 (UC1) – Creation of Guest Network: This use case aims at
allowing the user to create a Guest network, without password and isolated
through a firewall from the household network, at the time of the request or at
a scheduled time, i.e. activating the network at a specific time and/or during
a certain period. Some utterances associated to this use case are “Share my
Internet”, “Turn on the Guest Wi-Fi” and “Activate the Wi-Fi for my guests”.

Internally, after the user requests the provisioning of network connectivity
for guests, the VRS forwards the text/intent to the VA manager, that in turn
commands the home gateway agent to activate the Guest network. The VA
manager then sends a reply to the VRS system confirming that the network
will be available within a few seconds, or at a time in the future, if it is being
scheduled. A similar procedure is available to disable the network. Figure 2
describes the procedure to activate a Guest network.

Use-case 2 (UC2) – Diagnosis of Connectivity Issues: In this use case,
the user informs the system he/she is experiencing limited connectivity to the
Internet or a poor quality connection, thus hampering the use of online services.
It is presumed that the user does not know the cause of such issues; the system
will help the user identify the reason and offer suggestions to troubleshoot the
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Fig. 2: System workflow to create a guest network.

problem. The utterances associated to this use-case are, for example, “I am
having Internet problems”, “I am having problems watching a video” and “I
can’t access the internet”.

Internally, NetButler addresses this as follows. The user initiates the interac-
tion with NetButler, through the third-party VRS service. The VA manager acts
on the intent detected from the user’s utterance, initiating a diagnostic routine
at the home gateway to ascertain the cause of the problem. Once the routine is
complete, results are sent back to the VA manager that in turn builds a reply
to the user and instructs the VRS to synthesize it. This procedure is shown in
Figure 3.

The routine checks for two possible causes, by measuring and reporting re-
lated metrics back to the user. In both cases, a threshold is defined for the system
to decide whether the user should be informed of that potential cause or not.
Even if an issue is detected and reported, NetButler always inquires the user if
he/she wishes to proceed with the diagnostic routine. The assistant always ter-
minates the interaction by inquiring the user whether the home gateway should
be rebooted; this operation is typically performed by first line customer support
as it solves many common problems. The sub-routines and tested causes are
presented next following order (and summarized in Figure 4 for convenience):

Poor signal quality: the system provides the user with the signal strength
of wireless devices in the local network. We enforce a threshold of -80dBm to
decide whether a device as good or poor signal strength; NetButler informs that
at least one device with weak signal strength was found. System replies are as
follows:

At least one device with below-threshold signal strength: I detected at least

one device with low WI-FI signal. If your device is far away from the router you might

get Internet issues. Check your devices signal strength and get closer to the router if

you find your signal low. If your device has good signal strength I can run a speed test
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Fig. 4: Sub-routines of the diagnostic routine.

to finish the diagnosis. Can I run it?

All devices with above-threshold signal strength: I don’t detect any problems

with the signal power on your devices. Can I run a speed test to finish the diagnosis?

External bandwidth limitation: the system performs a connection speed test
to a cloud server from the home gateway. We apply a threshold of 25Mbit/s
(based on Netflix’s recommended connection speed6) to classify the Internet
connectivity as acceptable or poor. The possible replies are:

Poor service (low throughput) observed: I figured that your Internet speed is

very low at the moment, there is nothing you can do since the problem is external.

6 https://help.netflix.com/en/node/306
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Table 1: Selected queries and predefined replies to stand-alone functions.
Function Query Reply

Speedtest

Run a speed test The results of the speed test are the
following: your download speed is [x]
megabits per second, your upload speed is
[y] megabits per second, and your latency
is [z] milliseconds.

Check my internet speed
How fast is my internet?

Measure my internet speed
What is my latency?

Reboot

Reset the router

Your router will reboot in a few seconds.

Restart the router
Reboot the router
Turn the router off
↪→ and on again

#devices

How many devices

You have [x] devices connected to your
network.

↪→ are connected?
How many devices are
↪→ using Internet?

Count devices connected
↪→ to the network

Can I reboot the router?

Acceptable service/throughput observed: The results of the speed test show me

that you should be able to use your Internet with no problem. If you are having any

issues check the other connected devices for any possible activity regarding the usage

of your Internet. You might want to interrupt any download or video streams on other

devices. Do you wish to reboot the router?

Stand-alone Functions: NetButler offers the user the option to execute some
stand-alone functions (i.e., outside the context of a diagnostic routine), namely:
(i) run an Internet speed and latency test (Speedtest); (b) reboot the device
(Reboot); and (iii) count the number of devices in the local network (#de-
vices). Table 1 presents some possible queries and the predefined replies for the
stand-alone functions.

3.2 Technological Components & Integration

The different system components were implemented with the following technolo-
gies:

– Voice Recognition/Synthesizer Cloud Service: Amazon Alexa
– VA Manager: Alexa Skills Kit & Jovo Framework
– Home Gateway Agent: Linux Networking Tools

Additionally, to support the communication between the VA manager and
the home gateway agent, MQTT is used. We now motivate these options and
explain the interaction between components that enables the system’s operation.
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Amazon Alexa: Amazon Alexa offers cloud-based speech interpretation and
synthesis services that can be integrated with external applications. External
applications use Alexa through Alexa Skills, that can be viewed (in some sense)
as an application-specific instance of Alexa. The programming of a Skill involves
providing a list of utterances and corresponding intentions related to the target
application, alongside some configurations to establish a connection to the exter-
nal application. After a Skill is set up, the following occurs: (a) the generic Alexa
interaction agent is capable of identifying a user’s request for the target appli-
cation (e.g., NetButler), hence forwarding all subsequent user-Alexa interaction
(for that session) to the related Skill; (b) the Skill interprets user inputs to verify
if they match utterances defined in the Skill configuration, and forwards the cor-
responding intention to the external application components, namely Jovo; (c)
as the external application components provides feedback, the Skill triggers the
speech synthesis of the reply provided by the external application components
through Alexa Voice Services. The smart phone component to connect to the
cloud-based speech processor is also provided by Amazon.

Alexa Skills Kit & Jovo Framework: The Skills described earlier are offered
by Alexa Skills Kit7 (ASK). Alexa’s Skills can be programmed with a dedicated
SDK or through a third-party platform such as Jovo Framework. Jovo8 allows to
develop and run applications that use the voice interaction services from third-
party providers (e.g., Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant and Samsung Bixby).
The use of the Jovo Framework was partly responsible for the option of using
Amazon Alexa; from the three options mentioned earlier, Amazon Alexa was
chosen as it features the largest presence in households [5].

The Jovo Framework offers abstraction to the programming of Alexa Skills.
Applications are programmed in Node Javascript, and the association with the
Alexa online console is made through a webhook created by the framework. The
Jovo application can be executed in any machine where the Jovo framework is
installed (in our implementation we used a standard personal computer, but
it could be equally deployed in a cloud server). The application’s source code
files can be binned into two categories: the user input mapping files and the
VA manager logic. In the first category, user inputs are organized in a data
structure within a JSON file. Within the file are all voice commands that may
be recognized during the interaction of the user with the system. These phrases
are organized in categories called intents, i.e., the idea or will that the user
wants to transmit when interacting with the assistant. For example, the phrases
“Run a speed test” and “How fast is my Internet?” belong the same intent,
which would be Speed test. It also allows for slots to be filled in by the user,
e.g., the time for scheduling the creation of the Guest network.

The VA manager logic handles the requests and subsequent interaction with
the user. Once the VA manager receives from the VRS service the user utter-
ance in text form, the VA manager searches the user input mapping files for

7 https://developer.amazon.com/en-GB/alexa/alexa-skills-kit
8 https://www.jovo.tech
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a related utterance and identifies the corresponding intent. Depending on the
identified intent, the system proceeds to follow one of the workflows described in
Figures 2 and 3 or to execute one of the stand-alone functions. To that end, the
VA manager prepares MQTT messages to be transmitted to the home gateway
agent indicating the operations to be realized, to which the home gateway agent
will reply with confirmation messages or the requested data. In that line, the
VA manager also carries out a initial setup to subscribe the topics for which the
router publishes and present some error messages in case the connection to the
broker fails. The support for MQTT communication in the Jovo application is
provided by the dedicated library MQTT.js9. The set of pre-defined replies to
be offered to the user by NetButler is also stored in the VA manager logic.

Linux Networking Tools: the home gateway/router can be equipped with
OpenWRT10, a well-established open-source Linux-based operating system tai-
lored for routers and network devices. Recall that we assume the home gate-
way and local-network router to be located in the same physical device, hence
we use both terms are used interchangeably. In the scope of our system, the
agent hosted at home gateway is composed of two elements: the agent itself,
programmed in Python scripts and resorting to Linux commands and packages
when necessary, and a MQTT broker that supports the communication with the
VA manager. The home gateway agent starts by subscribing all topics on which
the VA manager posts messages and vice versa. Topics are aligned with the
particular features/problems being tackled by the system, e.g., Guest Network.

Upon reception of a new message, the agent has routines to perform all the
functionalities described in Section 3.1: activate/deactivate of the Guest network;
measure signal strength of devices; measure Internet speed and latency; reboot
the device; and count number of devices. The creation of the Guest WLAN
network is performed using Unified Configuration Interface (UCI), an interface
provided by OpenWRT for editing the router settings. The created Guest net-
work is detached from the remainder of the local network, forwarding the clients’
traffic directly to the WAN (Wide Area Network) port. The speed and latency
tests, as well as device counting and signal strength measurements, are per-
formed by the Python module speedtest-cli11. There is also a support routine to
encode the data to send to the assistant: due to the fact that the Alexa platform
does not allow text inputs to contain numbers as numerals, a third-party library
is used to transform numerals into their names12. For reference, development
and implementation of the home gateway agent were carried out in a Linksys
WRT-1200 router.

As a remark about the adopted architecture, in early design stages we set as
desirable features: (i) the use of an open-source virtual assistant; (ii) implement

9 https://www.npmjs.com/package/mqtt
10 https://openwrt.org/
11 https://github.com/sivel/speedtest-cli
12 https://github.com/collin5/python-n2w
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an architecture that would be local to the user’s network, i.e., not requiring a
cloud component; (iii) avoid the need for additional hardware/devices. However,
at the time of this work, there were no readily-available open-source products
that would allow this architecture to be implemented. The Snips virtual assis-
tant [4], suited for deployment in Android phones, would allow for the system
to be independent of any connection to the Internet, but the service has been
discontinued in January 2020. We tried installing the alternative open-source
voice-based VA, Mycroft, in the home gateway with the aid of external memory,
but this approach proved unsuccessful due to the gateway’s limited capabilities.
The only remaining solution to offer a fully-local experience would be to deploy
an additional physical device in the user’s household to run Mycroft, a com-
promise that we considered to be extremely burdensome and outweighing the
disadvantages incurred by waiving the first two desired features.

4 Performance Evaluation

The objective of this section is to evaluate the user experience when using the
proposed virtual assistant. For that, three dedicated tests were designed and
carried out by eight test users. At the end of the tests, the users are asked to fill
a questionnaire to assess the quality of the interaction and outcomes.

4.1 Tests Description & Evaluation Metrics

The three tests map directly into the two use-cases of user-system interaction
presented in Section 3.1, aiming at evaluating the use-case workflows under con-
trolled conditions. The second use-case, Diagnosis of Connectivity Issues, was
assigned two independent tests as the system is able to identify two potential
causes for connectivity problems.

The sequence of steps is common to all tests: the user interacts with the
system, that in turn replies with information about the problem and/or sugges-
tions to address it. Some tests require may subsequent user-system interaction,
or specific preparation to set up the conditions necessary for the test. In all cases,
user-system interaction is performed using a smart phone.

Test 1 (T1) – Activation and deactivation of Guest network: There
are no prerequisites for this test. The user interacts with a virtual assistant and
the system enables the Guest network; in turn, the user checks the successful
creation of the Guest network in the smart phone. In a second stage, the user
interacts with the assistant to disable the network; a new check is made on the
user’s smart phone to confirm the Guest network has been disabled. We break
down this test in two parts: T1/On (turning on the Guest network) and T1/Off
(turning off).
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Test 2 (T2) – Weak device signal: The prerequisite for this test is that the
user must be at distance from the home gateway such that the signal strength of
the user’s smart phone reaching the home gateway is low (less than -80 dBm).
The user initiates the interaction with NetButler through the smart phone, in-
dicating issues in accessing the Internet. The system performs the first of the
two diagnostic sub-routines described in Figure 4 – measurement of the device’s
signal strength – and identifies the cause of the problem at the end of the first
sub-routine – poor signal strength. The system suggests the user to bring the de-
vice closer to the gateway to experience higher signal strength and, consequently,
improve service quality.

Test 3 (T3) – Low Internet speed: In this test, the user simulates to be
experiencing low Internet speed, that the system addresses by measuring the
throughput and latency of a connection to an external server. As a prerequisite,
the user’s device must be within range of the home gateway to obtain good
signal strength. The user starts the test by complaining about the quality of
Internet service to the virtual assistant, that then initiates the two-stage diag-
nostic routine. After the device’s signal strength is deemed appropriate in the
first sub-routine, the system proceeds to measure throughput and latency and
provides feedback on whether observed throughput is acceptable or poor. As
this is the final stage of the diagnostic routine, the system always terminates the
interaction after this feedback. Hence, the interaction time does not change con-
siderably whether an actual bandwidth limitation is in place or not (and hence
we did not enforce it as a prerequisite).

We evaluated the quality of the system-user interaction through an quantita-
tive metric – the duration of the interaction – and a qualitative analysis – identi-
fication of difficulties throughout the interaction, such as misunderstandings by
the user and/or system of the counterpart’s intentions or feedback, respectively.
Additionally, we carried out a subjective evaluation through a questionnaire filled
by the users regarding their experience with the virtual assistant. The 6 ques-
tions are presented in Table 2 (note that questions were posed in Portuguese; a
translation is presented). Testers were asked to reply on a Likert scale [10] of 1
to 5 (1 being the least positive feedback and 5 the most positive feedback).

4.2 Evaluation

The pool of available test users was limited to eight people and composed mostly
of young people (below 30 years old), due to the restrictions imposed by the
COVID-19 situation; we intend to expand our set of system testers in the fu-
ture to obtain more representative results. The eight users were binned into the
following categories:

– Adult: 2 males with 45 and 53 years and a female with 50 years, background
on engineering and accountancy;

– Young adult with IT background: 2 males of 19 and 23 years;
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Table 2: Questionnaire posed to testers (translated from Portuguese).
Questions Scale and Options

1. How do you classify the clarity and objectivity
of the answers presented by the system?

1-Unclear; 3-Sufficient; 5-Clear

2. How do you classify the degree of technical
terminology in the speech?

1-High; 3-Intermediate; 5-Low

3. How do you classify the suitability of the
proposed solutions to your problem/need?

1-Inadequate; 3-Helpful; 5-Ideal

4. How do you classify the speed with which the
system identified the problem/need?

1-Slow; 3-Appropriate; 5-Fast

5. Overall, how do you classify your experience
with the virtual assistant?

1-Bad; 3-Average; 5-Good

6. Do you consider that virtual assistants can
help in managing home networks?

1-No; 3-Maybe; 5-Yes

Table 3: Duration of interaction (in seconds).
T1/On T1/Off T2 T3

Avg. µ 14.3 13.1 31.4 68.6
Std. dev. σ 1.030 0.661 1.323 1.580

– Young adult with non-IT background: 2 females with 22 and 23 years and a
male with 25 years.

All users were Portuguese, albeit queries to the system must be made in English.
The users were instructed about each use-case, but were not given any indica-
tions about the format and/or terminology that their query should follow. Some
examples of posed questions per test are: T1: “I want to share my Internet.”;
T2: “I don’t have Internet.”; T3: “My Internet connection is slow”. Each one
of the 8 users performed all three tests, totalling 24 tests.

Interaction Duration & Issues: Table 3 reports the average duration (and
respective standard deviation) for all tests. Tests T1/On & T1/Off, that address
a well-defined functionality, took 14.3s and 13.1s in average respectively. In turn,
tests T2 and T3 relate to troubleshooting use-cases and hence last more due to
the diagnostic routine – 31.4s & 68.6s respectively. In fact, T3 takes more time
simply because both steps of the diagnostic routine are performed. Test duration
among the eight users was very similar, as standard deviation is fairly small; this
shows that the system offers a consistent user experience.

The values presented for the interaction duration consider only the tests in
which the system correctly identified the target issue from the initial user input.
Throughout the 24 tests, there were a total of 4 occurrences in which the initial
user input did not succeed in starting the interaction. In two of the cases, the
users did not mastered the English language, and the query had to be rephrased;
in the other two cases, the user utterance was not recognized by the system.
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(c) Question 3.
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(d) Question 4.
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(e) Question 5.
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(f) Question 6.

Fig. 5: Replies to user experience questionnaire.

User Experience and Satisfaction: Figure 5 presents the replies to the ques-
tionnaire performed at the end of the tests. The clarity of the responses provided
by the system was judged to be of level 4 (out of 5, with 3 being Sufficient and 5
being Clear) by 75% of the users. The level of technical terminology was deemed
Intermediate by 62.5% of the users, with the remainder of the users considering
it to be tendentially Low. This shows that the users experienced a natural inter-
action with the VA and understood the replies it provided; this can be considered
an advantage given that the system aims to support non-tech-savvy users. The
pertinence of the proposed solutions and speed of the resolution were also per-
ceived as positive by the users: users reporting a level of 4 out 5 amounted to 75%
regarding perceived pertinence and 50% regarding speed. Finally, we observed
an overall good appreciation of the system, as shown by the answers to Question
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5 (“Overall, how do you classify your experience with the virtual assistant?”),
with 62,5% of the users reporting a satisfaction level of 4 or higher.

5 Conclusion

We present NetButler, a voice-based virtual assistant that helps clients of resi-
dential broadband services to address needs and problems in their domestic net-
works. The system leverages Amazon’s natural language processing (NLP) ser-
vice Alexa and operates routines in the home gateway through Linux/OpenWRT
networking tools; a cloud-hosted VA manager orchestrates user interaction and
home gateway operations. We evaluate the user experience and perception of the
system under three use-cases: creation of a guest network, poor signal quality,
and poor Internet service due to external causes. In evaluation with 8 non-
technical users, the system was able to address all user requests with interaction
time greatly inferior to those that a call to a support center would entail. Half
the users reported an experience satisfaction level of 4 in a 1-to-5 Likert scale,
with 5 being the most positive.

All test users highlighted, in the final question of questionnaire (“Do you con-
sider that virtual assistants can help in managing home networks?”), the tremen-
dous potential of the virtual assistants. This motivates us to pursue follow-up
work to the current version of NetButler. First, we plan to carry out larger-scale
user experience tests, as the pool of users in the current work was fairly lim-
ited and biased towards younger users. A particular issue to be addressed is the
identification of the user’s own device: while the home gateway is able to report
MAC addresses, NetButler is currently not able to learn the MAC address of
the user’s device (as communication between the smart phone and VA Manager
is done through the third-party Alexa tool) nor offers the option for the user to
input it. This feature would be helpful to provide more meaningful indications to
the user regarding his/her own device. We will continue to explore the possibility
of a local solution, i.e., to have the voice-assistant deployed at the user’s home
(e.g., in the home gateway or smart phone), so that no connection to the In-
ternet is required. Additional features, such as dynamic bandwidth adjustment,
will be studied; and support for other languages will be incorporated, given that
we observed this aspect to be critical to the naturalness of the interaction.
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